
Implementation

Authentication

NetMotion takes minimal tehcnical  resources to configure, and  can be installed 
with a setup wizard on a single server, and deployed within 20 minutes. Settings, 
policies, and rules are all pre-configured on the NetMotion server and can be 
pushed down to the client without end user interference. End users do not 
require training to use NetMotion. 

AnyConnect requires additional technical resources to setup and manage the 
tool since the configuration does not provide a complete end-to-end setup of the 
client and does not touch on any of its advanced options. Several support calls 
are required to setup AnyConnect. In addition, end user training is required for 
successful deployement. 

NetMotion works with most authentication methods and is configurable per-app, 
per-device or device group. NetMotion supports NTLM, RADIUS, PKI x.509 v3 
certificates, RSA, and allows the administrator to decide the authentication form, 
which provides a seamless end user experience.

AnyConnect supports most authentication methods, but only one form of 
authentication per VPN profile. End user is required to choose a specific profile 
for authentication. If they choose the incorrect one they will not be able to 
connect. In addition AnyConnect frequently disconnects, kicking users
off the network, forcing them to reauthenticate. These issues put
unnecessary strain on office IT helpdesks. 
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Policy management

The NetMotion platform includes robust policy options based on device, user, 
group, time, network type or condition. NetMotion is network-aware, and can 
auto-enforce rules to improve data transmission on networks that aren’t ideal 
for mobility. NetMotion enables administrators to manipulate and prioritize traffic 
at the application level so that business critical apps are always stable. All of 
these decisions are made on the endpoint, reducing data backhaul and strain on 
server resources. NetMotion detects changes in the network environment and is 
able to flexibly respond.

AnyConnect limits the number of actions support teams can take to assist their 
mobile fleet.  It is unable to manipulate traffic at the application level and is 
not network-aware, which means it cannot use local conditions of the client to 
selectively enforce action(s). For example,  an application cannot be blocked 
while a device is connected via cellular. Instead, AnyConnect would have to 
block all network traffic at all times to the specific IP address regardless of the 
network the client is on. AnyConnect enforcement takes place at the data center, 
not on the client.
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Support

NetMotion’s support engineers are locally-based and can resolve most issues 
without escalating. NetMotion’s escalation engineers also work in close proximity
to the support engineers to ensure collaboration. There is no triaging of inbound 
calls, and customers won’t be transferred multiple times. NetMotion most 
recently received an NPS score of 91 out of 100.

Cisco uses a multi-tier triage system  for inbound calls and servicing support 
queues. With Cisco, customers experience multiple hand-offs, protracted support 
calls, and long turn-around times for routine problems. Cisco’s main support is 
handled offshore, and they most recently received an NPS (Net Promoter Score) 
of 38 out of 100.

Reporting

NetMotion: Native, centralized console to view analytics of devices and users. 
Mobility can support real-time data collection to power custom reports and alerts.
Visualize trends through custom dashboards and reports tailored for mobile 
workforces. Maintain an accurate inventory of all mobile devices, with detailed 
information about each user’s device configuration, including phone number, 
ESN, firmware and more. Track networks, users, devices, and applications inside 
and outside the corporate firewall. 

AnyConnect has some logging functionality but it’s reporting feature-set is 
rudimentary and only reports on the state of the hardware itself. Data on VPN 
performance or client usage is not available unless you invest in supplementary 
solutions (option to onboard a manual Splunk integration), and real-time alerts 
are not available.

Load Balancing

End users experience virtually no downtime with NetMotion in the event of 
a catastrophic failure, a server failure, or the need to perform maintenance 
or upgrade a system. Adding loadbalancing functionality is as easy as 
adding another VPN server (virtual or physical).  NetMotion supports multisite 
deployments, which means increased redundancy and up-time for your team.

AnyConnect only supports separate failover or load-balancing as an active/ 
active disaster recovery site if you purchase additional tools. End users can be 
impacted during server infrastructure failure if administrator hasn’t taken the time 
to deploy a backup appliance. 

Network Access 
Control (NAC)

NetMotion NAC rules are wizard-based and can be deployed by any support 
team. Devices are interrogated before they connect to the network to ensure 
compliance with internal security policies. When concerns are detected, NAC 
can either repair the issue or restrict network access to minimize exposure. NAC 
can detect or update anti-virus software, or limit network access if a device isn’t 
fully protected..

Cisco NAC is limited to the AnyConnect FirePower module. This module serves 
more as an IDS (Intrusion Detection System) than a mobile-centric NAC product. 
AnyConnect can’t interrogate a device before it connects, it can only analyze 
traffic flow after the device is connected.

Scalability

With NetMotion you can spin up additional servers and licenses within a matter 
of minutes with no need to wait for additional hardware to ship. By purchasing 
based on subscription organizations can add and reduce licenses on a month by 
month basis as their needs change. 

Growing an AnyConnect deployment is costly, as it requires a significant 
investment in hardware and design resources. To procure the hardware in an  
time critical situation is costly and difficult. To setup new licenses is challenging 
and clunky. This prevents organizations from scaling up and down as their needs 
change and getting additional licenses only when they need them. 



Network Roaming

NetMotion enables seamless transitions for devices roaming between mobile 
operator, Wi-Fi, and wired networks. With NetMotion, devices can move across 
internal and external networks without affecting application connectivity. If more 
than one network is available, NetMotion will auto- select the one best-suited for 
mobile.

AnyConnect: When a device roams from one network to another, encounters 
a coverage gap, or is suspended, AnyConnect disconnects the  secure tunnel.  
AnyConnect does not support switching from an external cellular connection to 
an internal network connection (wireless or Wi-Fi). All of this leads to lost time 
and productive hours for end users and additional time spent on IT resources to 
solve preventable connectivity issues. VPN session is still active, but everything 
relying on the VPN session is at risk.  
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Client Management

NetMotion can automatically perform a root-cause analysis when the end user 
client experiences issues. The NetMotion platform can remotely deploy end-to-
end connectivity tests that target each potential point of concern: device adaptor, 
local connection, internet corporate firewall, and more. Plus, troubleshooting can 
take place while end users are still mobile so that device downtime is minimized.  

AnyConnect: Due to lack of visibility and data, locating the information 
necessary to troubleshoot client issues for end users is difficult, and often users 
end up needing to bring their devices in to corporate IT to get any support. Issue 
resolution time is often higher, and time is wasted on repetitive troubleshooting 
that must happen in person.
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Session Persistance

The NetMotion platform can sustain connectivity through any service lapses 
in the underlying network for up to 7 days.  NetMotion guarantees persistence 
through coverage gaps, areas of weak signal strength, or when users suspend 
their devices, so applications experience stable performance in any environment. 
NetMotion also masks packet loss in areas of weak coverage, which helps 
stablize application performance.

AnyConnect cannot provide application resilience or error control once a 
connection is established. With AnyConnect, extended gaps in coverage will 
cause the device to disconnect, which leads applications to stall and crash, 
and forces users to reauthenticate. Packet loss over weak areas of service also 
results in error messages followed by a hard disconnect of the VPN

- Josh Chambers, Systems Analyst
Sheriff’s Office in Coweta County, Georgia

“We replaced our crash-prone VPN with 
the dependable NetMotion solution and 
now IT staff easily manage upgrades & 

monitor usage.”


